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Editorial 

D 
ear friends 

Those who appreciate church music will be pleased that the Welsh 

government has now agreed that the pipe organ may be played 

during church services. Church musicians have been perplexed and 

even vexed by the prohibition of such playing these past few months. After all 

whilst it is perfectly intelligible that the expulsion of air from the lungs might 

serve to infect others how would this be true in respect of mechanical devices? 

Of course it must be conceded that not everyone appreciates music and some 

prefer a quiet, said service. It was said that the late C. S. Lewis, a great exponent 

and defender of the Christian faith, assiduously attended the early morning 

service at his parish church, partly in order to avoid having to sing hymns 

accompanied by the organ. But there are many others who find the combination 

of music and words a powerful and attractive one. 

Music after all does on occasion have the capacity to unite people. Think for 

example of the singing of Hen wlad fy nhadau in the Principality stadium before 

a rugby international. The Welsh in particular are renowned for their fondness 

of singing and lest we be tempted to dismiss this as yet another example of 

stereotyping we would do well to recall that centuries ago Gerald of Wales 

stated that the people of this land were already renowned for their singing. In 

the latter part of the nineteenth century Wales became in effect the land of the 

tonic sol-fa! 
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But music does not always bring people together. Indeed certain types of music 

may elicit a strong negative reaction. So some people - but by no means all- 

dismiss charismatic worship as being “happy clappy” and dislike 

modern  choruses and worship songs. Then again others respond to the sense 

of the sacred communicated by plainsong, also known as Gregorian chant. It is 

no accident that one setting of this latter kind is known as the MIssa de angelis, 

the Mass of the angels, and for many it evokes an awareness of the divine 

presence. The truth is that Christianity in its multiple forms has evoked a rich 

variety of musical styles and this in itself is significant. The sheer diversity of 

Christian music reminds us that the Christian Church is not a sect marshalled 

into a monochrome pattern but rather a living organism which incorporates into 

its life a rich diversity of cultures, languages and music from many ages and 

lands. 

Remembering this aspect of our common faith should serve to guard against 

the quick dismissal of music or hymns which we find unfamiliar or uncongenial. 

The editors of the Victorian hymn book knew what they were doing when they 

entitled their work “Hymns Ancient and Modern”! So, too, we can be thankful in 

this connection for the contribution in recent times to hymnody in the Welsh 

language made by the native of Llanfyrnach, W. Rhys Nicholas (1914-1996). His 

best known hymn, sung to the tune Pantyfedwen, is already a classic. 

Yet Christian history is littered with examples of disputes about music. Indeed 

we have a saying in Welsh which sums this up: cythraul y canu, the devil of the 

singing. So the introduction of pipe organs was fiercely resisted in some parts of 

Nonconformist Wales in the nineteenth century. That may strike us as odd these 
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days when in some chapels, such as in that “cathedral” of chapels, Tabernacle 

in Morriston, the organ towers over the pulpit. Indeed it is a curious fact that 

Christian traditions which often emphasise simplicity , even austerity, in their 

worship and architecture, may nonetheless allow free rein to the creative 

impulse when it comes to installing elaborate and beautiful pipe organs. This 

trend is marked in Dutch Calvinism, for example.    

But there is a more positive side to this too. One of the ways in which music 

still brings people together is in the formation of choirs. People not only learn 

to sing but also to socialise. So too in the life of the church where children and 

adults sing together in the chancel and in so doing not only extend their 

musical knowledge but also (and far more importantly) learn how to worship in 

the community. 

Sadly much of this tradition is danger of becoming a memory. There is, for 

example, an acute shortage of church organists at this time and one reason for 

this maybe the considerable commitment in time and effort which such an 

office involves. We owe a considerable debt of gratitude to those who enrich 

our worship by their musical talents. An accomplished organist can raise the 

whole tone of an act of worship, especially when the skill of the musician is 
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joined to sincere Christian devotion. Moreover many reading this may recall 

when church choirs were found even in small rural churches as well as in larger 

town churches. But those days appear to have gone.... 

However one custom that has not gone is the observance of Harvest 

Thanksgiving at this time of year. People still congregate for this purpose. At the 

time of writing we do not even know how many churches and chapels will be 

open to enable this to happen. Moreover the restrictions currently in place may 

well have some effect on the size of congregations too. Nonetheless even if we 

will not be able to sing out the familiar words of “We plough the fields and 

scatter” in church we should not miss the chance to make melody unto the Lord 

in our hearts. At the beginning of each day the clergy are required to say the 

daily Office - the word is derived from a Latin word meaning duty - and the 

Prayer Book prescribes that the parish priest should preferably say it in church 

after tolling the bell. The service begins with the familiar words, “O Lord, open 

thou our lips”. Towards the end of the same service is found the petition, ”O 

Lord, make clean our hearts within us”. Heart and lips, mind, will and feeling all 

combine in Christian worship. Let us then recall that amongst the abundance of 

God’s gifts, for which we rightly give thanks at this time, is the wonderful 

inheritance of Church music which so enriches the offering of our worship. 

With every good wish to you and you own Christian community, 

Canon Jeffrey Gainer 
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Cylch y Frenni Circle of Churches 
Clydau, Llanglydwen, Llanfyrnach, 

Llanwinio and Mynachlog-ddu 

O 
n Sunday 2nd August, approximately 25 members of Churches 

within the East Landsker L.M.A. (and 2 dogs!) gathered in the 

churchyard of St. Mary's Church, Whitland for a short open air 

service.  The area had been made ready and marked out in self-

distancing squares by Mike (Station House) Adams, the People's Warden.  The 

sun shone and we were welcomed by the Rev. Kingsley Taylor, Vicar of the 

church and Dean of the L.M.A., which includes 15 Churches ranging from 

Pendine to Crymych.  The service was begun and ended with  much loved Taize 

music 

Lessons were read by Gwyn Price-Evans of St. Mary's Church, and Mrs. Sharon 

Edge, Churchwarden of St. Dogmael's Church, Mynachlogddu, and for an 

address Rev. Kingsley expanded on his daily e-mail (something that has 

supported and encouraged a growing number of recipients throughout the 

current crisis).  Thank you, Kingsley!  So many of us are very grateful for your 

daily thoughts which give us much food for thought. 

Just a short, 25 minute but very meaningful service.  It was just so wonderful to 

be able to worship together, suitably distanced.  It was much appreciated, I 

know, by all who attended.  And I believe it's become a talking point in the 

town.  Baby steps into the new way of living. 

Judy Webb.  

Focal Minister, St. Gwynio's Church, Llanwinio 

POSTSCRIPT  
As mentioned in this article, the Rev. Kingsley Taylor writes a short piece every 

day which is e-mailed to an increasing number of folk.  I've been receiving these 

from the beginning, and find them reassuring - inspiring - comforting - great 

food for thought.  If you would like to be added to the list of recipients, please 

contact him on   ktaylor559@aol.com  putting LMA in the subject box, and he 

will happily add you to the list.   
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CAN YOUR 

CHURCH BEAT 

THIS? 
This is a picture of the 

Church key, belonging to 

one of the Churches in  

the Crymych group.  Now 

we know why the 

Churchwarden who holds 

it walks with a slight list to 

starboard.!! 

Can your Church beat this, 

we wonder? 
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“There was an old Lady who lived in a shoe . . . . . . 

. .  . . . . . . she had so many children she didn't know what to do.”  

Regular readers will have met Mary, the mother of Mercy, the girl whose feet 

were burnt off when she was a baby.   

This is Mary’s story 
Mary isn’t old and she certainly doesn’t live in 

a shoe, but it’s true that Mary and her 

colleagues do have a lot of children to care 

for. But they do know what to do.  Mary 

works for the Full Gospel Church in 

Nyaibanda, Western Uganda who have a 

contract with ‘Compassion International’ to 

care for disadvantaged children. The children 

live at home with their parents or guardian.  

The Church goes to them.  

Compassion International collect sponsors to 

financially support each and every child and 

encourages sponsors to write to their 

children. In turn the children reply with much 

enthusiasm. It is the job of Mary and her 

colleagues to visit the children’s home, meet 

their needs and supervise and assist with 

letter writing where necessary - no small task with hundreds of children in the 

scheme. There are forty-three live languages spoken in Uganda but English is 

common throughout all regions. The local language is Rutooro.  The children in 

the scheme are almost enthusiastic letter writers as you can see from the 

photograph. on page 21.   

Mary not only is foster mum to Mercy but is mother to Betty and Keith. Mary is 

also expecting her third child (or should that be fourth child). After the baby is 

born Mary hopes to mill peanuts (called groundnuts in Uganda) to sell on her 

days off to make ends meet for her family. 

What you can do next. 

Mary now lives and works during the week in ‘Nyaibanda.’   

1. If you can find Nyaibanda on your map of East  Africa, be the first to email 
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Above: An outdoor service, suitably socially distanced, at St. 
Mary’s Church. Whitland on the 2nd of August 
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the editor with the name of the Rain-forest National Park spanning 494 sq. 

miles known for its chimpanzee & primate population located close by, and 

claim a bar of Traidcraft Chocolate. 

2. Learn a word in the Ugandan language “Rutooro”  “boda-boda” =  

motorcycle. 

3. If you would like help Mary look after Mercy’s medical needs (there is no 

NHS in Uganda) please contact Focal Minister Judy Webb or any member of 

the Rwenzori Medical Fund team.  

4. If you would like to sponsor a needy child, you can contact Compassion 

International to get more details. ADDRESS: Compassion UK, Compassion 

House, Barley Way, Fleet, Hampshire, GU51 2UT Email  

info@compassionuk.org or Tel 01932 836490   

My Lostock childhood (some of it anyway …!) 
Well I did warn you that if I didn’t receive lots of material I would be forced to 

write some of my own, so here goes!! 

I 
 spent my formative years in a little village in Lancashire called Lostock, 

some 5 miles west of Bolton. The village grew up around a cotton mill and 

a railway junction in the 19th century, although a farming community will 

have existed before that. Going to school every day meant having to run 

the gauntlet of the mill girls as they collected their pies on the way into work in 

their rollers and headscarves. They would always find something to poke fun at 

to hurry us on our way! The threat was that if I didn’t pass my 11 plus I would 
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end up working there too. I did pass my 11 plus, but after I left school I quickly 

learnt that there was more to intelligence than knowing how to spell 

onomatopoeia and where to put my apostrophes! 

The village church was a little wooden structure built at the beginning of WWI. 

The intention was to replace it with a stone building after the war was over, but 

thankfully this never happened as it is a very picturesque, cosy building. The 

font is one half of a giant clam shell. I was always told that the other half was in 

a church somewhere in Wales, but despite extensive searches I have never 

found it. If anyone knows where it is, please tell me! 

The highlight of the church year was the annual sermons day where all us little 

girls would be dressed in white frocks, complete with veils and gloves, and a 

dab of lavender water behind our ears. Before the actual service there was a 

procession around the village where we would stop at the houses of ‘important’ 

people and sing a hymn. At 

the head of the procession 

was the vicar pushing a 

pram containing a wind-up 

gramophone with which to 

accompany us! 

In later years we would do 

something similar at 

Christmas, this time singing 

Christmas carols. As this 

expedition involved sherry 
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and mince pies, instead of tea and lavender water, it was much more 

interesting! 

The school was a typical Victorian village school with air-raid shelters at the 

bottom of the yard which I never dared go into. There was a big iron gate at the 

entrance to the school where all the mums would gather to gossip at the end of 

the school day. I remember an old man in a grubby raincoat who would stand 

there at playtime and offer us fluffy jelly tots out of his pockets through the 

railings. All the mothers were far more worried about us catching something 

from these dirty sweets than any other consideration which might immediately 

spring to mind these days! 

At the Christmas party the main meal would be eaten off one side of the plate 

and then the pudding of the underside. I can’t remember what we had on these 

special occasions but I hope it was something a bit better than the rock hard 

slices of sago or semolina which was the usual fare, transported in huge metal 

trays from another bigger school miles away! At the end of every dinner all the 

slops were emptied into a bucket and the ‘big boys’ were given the job of 

carrying it down to the pig farm at the bottom of the hill. This farm got foot and 

mouth disease a few years later and I do wonder if there was a connection. On 
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the way back the boys would have to call in at the paper shop to buy the 

headmaster’s tobacco. What would the authorities have had to say about that 

these days I wonder?! 

The cotton mill has long gone—the chimney felled by Fred Dibnah in 1973, and 

the railway station was closed by Mr. Beeching in 1966, It was reopened many 

years later, but minus its station master and pretty flower beds. The school – 

which closed the year I left in 1964 after fulfilling its purpose by getting me into 

grammar school  – is now a private house. The church, I am pleased to say is 

thriving, but in a very different format now. 

Apart from lots of new houses, the village has hardly changed since my 

childhood, and I still do a little pilgrimage around it on my trips Up North, which 

are getting rarer and rarer as the years go by. What upsets me more than 

anything when I go back now is that nobody knows me there any more, despite 

all my involvement in village life back in the day, and the fact that my Dad built 

the village hall. I had a complete melt-down in the Garden of Remembrance 

over this one day and the poor lady who came to comfort me must have 

thought that I had a screw loose!! 

And all these years later I find myself living in Gellywen which none of us had 

ever heard of then, and attending Church In Wales services at Llanwinio. One of 

the attractions of Llanwinio Church was the traditional service and hymns which 

always reminded me of home. 

But the ladies don’t wear hats any more! 

Kathie Dubben 

THE BAD BOY OF SOUTHWARK 

D 
uring the pandemic, both schoolchildren and college students have 

had to get used to new ways of studying. Some universities say they 

won’t be going back wholly to traditional methods in the autumn, if 

ever. 

Ordination training has been going through a quiet revolution on a somewhat 

longer timescale. In the late 1940s my father followed what was then the usual 

pattern of three residential years, in his case at Edinburgh Theological College. 

Like so many of its kind, that institution has been through several iterations and 

is now the Scottish Episcopal Institute, offering a smorgasbord of training 

packages open to prospective United Reformed Church leaders as well as 
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This is Mr Geraint Phillips 

who achieved a First 

Class Honours in his 

Master of Architecture 

Degree at Cardiff 

Universities Welsh School 

of Architecture. 

 

Congratulations from us 

all!   
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 Anglican ordination candidates. Much the same process has been taking place 

over the years in Wales and in England, largely driven by dwindling demand and 

resources. 

But there was one scheme which set out on a more diverse path quite 

deliberately, long before external pressures forced the change. I was privileged 

to be a part of that pioneering experiment. 

When it came my turn to answer God’s call to the sacred ministry I intended to 

follow what was still the standard pattern. I did the customary rounds of 

theological colleges – including the prestigious Westcott House in Cambridge, 

where I was offered a place, despite unintentionally flinging a spoonful of 

mashed potato at the Vice-Principal over lunch. 

There was a snag, however. I was determined to marry my teenage sweetheart; 

but my bishop at the time – the egregious Mervyn Stockwood of Southwark – 

refused to recommend me for training unless I could assure him that I could 

support my wife without calling on church funds. Qualified as a music teacher, 

my fiancée was perfectly capable of supporting both of us; but she couldn’t 

apply for a job without knowing where I was going to be at college, and I 

couldn’t get into a theological college without the Bishop’s approval. Catch 22. 

The week before our wedding in 1966 found us homeless, jobless, and without 

visible means of support. The first problem was suddenly solved when a fellow 

member of the church choir overheard out conversation and revealed that her 

attic flat in Clapham had just become vacant. 

The wedding itself went well, except when I had to say And with all my worldly 

goods I thee endow. The funny side of this empty commitment suddenly struck 

me and I started giggling. ‘Pull yourself together, Jonathan,’ growled my father 

who was marrying us. 

The next day we set off for a week’s honeymoon in Shanklin on the Isle of 

Wight. My grandparents had given us fifty quid – a fortune in those days. Our 

visit coincided with the Sandown and Shanklin Regatta, and as we strolled along 

the beach hand in hand it seemed as though the firework display had been put 

on specially in our honour. We shared fish and chips from a newspaper, bought 

a ticket for the draw, and slurped the ice cream of happiness. 

When we got back to Clapham, though, our troubles descended on us like a 

black cloud that had been hovering on the horizon. My Mum had bought us a 

cheap Formica-topped table and chairs from a local hardware shop. We 
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scrounged a few plates and bits of cutlery, and began the search for jobs. 

The Employment Exchange (as it was then called) was useless. I was prepared to 

take any work, however menial. But no. I had a university degree, and therefore 

had to go onto the Executive Register. And then wait until the registration had 

been confirmed. And then wait again for an interview. And then wait yet again 

while they searched unsuccessfully for suitable employment. 

Meanwhile, we were on the dole, which at least covered our rent of £2 4s 6d a 

week. Looking back, I’m grateful for the insights this time gave me. Being 

unemployed means you’re unwanted, unnecessary and unloved: a combination 

which quickly destroys any self-confidence, any feeling of self-worth. It eats at 

your soul and fills you with nothing but emptiness. 

My new wife was out one day shopping for meagre essentials when I cracked. I 

got down on my knees at the top of the stairs and shouted at God: ‘You want 

me to be ordained? Then DO SOMETHING!’ 

I think it was the timing that impressed me most. After precisely the right 

number of milliseconds there was a ‘plop’ on the doormat. I got up and made 

my way down two flights of stairs to retrieve the post. I hadn’t got further than 

the first landing before the words of the letter were dancing before my eyes: 

‘CONGRATULATIONS! You have won first prize in the Sandown and Shanklin 

Regatta Premium Bond Draw – £50.’ That would cover more than two months’ 

rent, with plenty to spare. 

The next most impressive thing about this miracle was its superfluity. Within a 

few days we had both been offered secure and well-paid teaching jobs. Another 

lesson in the superabundance of God’s providing care. 
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My first post was in a school for 1,080 un-streamed secondary Lambeth girls, 

teaching religion and sex. I learnt a lot. 

But there was my side of the bargain with God to keep. On doing so, I fulfilled 

what I suspect had been Bishop Mervyn’s aim all along. 

The Diocese of Southwark had become in those days the hub of all things 

rebellious and radical. The Suffragan Bishop of Woolwich, the New Testament 

scholar ‘Honest’ John Robinson, had taken the lid off traditionalism with his 

infamous book Honest to God. It didn’t reveal anything that professional 

theologians hadn’t known for a hundred years, but it did drive a battle tank 

through the careful façade of Biblical literalism which generations of parsons 

had constructed to reassure the faithful. If it had remained a title on the list of 

the SCM Press, there might have been little fuss; but, serialised in a popular 

daily newspaper, it caused a social riot. There were calls for the good bishop to 

resign, as a manifest atheist. 

This is not the place to debate whether he was a faithful champion of German 

theologian Dietrich Bonheoffer’s call for ‘religionless Christianity’; but his own 

vision was for a new brand of ‘secular’ Christianity better suited to the secular 

society which had been turning away from the traditional expression of the 

Faith for some decades. 

This radicalism fitted in well with the new, liberal South Bank Religion that 

Bishop Mervyn had fostered in his diocese, which ran from the bustling, 

concrete south bank of the Thames down to the green lanes of Surrey. 

Stockwood was a flamboyant character. Born in Bridgend, he was a vicar in 

Bristol for many years before moving to Cambridge and thence to be Bishop of 
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Southwark. There, he encouraged priests to wear jeans and to march against 

racism. Homosexual himself, he was a prominent advocate of gay rights. At his 

consecration, the preacher had turned to him and said: ‘And, Mervyn, your 

clergy must be allowed to disagree with you.’ Those who did, however, often 

found themselves in court before being deposed from Holy Orders. I remember 

the time he sent the police to close a church in Carshalton where the vicar had 

defied his diktat. 

South Bank Religion should not be seen as an isolated phenomenon. For some 

time, the concept of the three-decker universe – God ‘up there’, we mortals 

here on earth with the Devil and Hell ‘down below’ – had not been sustainable, 

long before Yuri Gagarin had been the first man to circle the earth in 1961 and 

discovered – unsurprisingly – that ‘There is no God up here’. Moreover, it had 

been recognised that there was a widening experience-gap between ordinary, 

increasingly secular-minded people and the professional priestly class who had 

arrived in their chasubles via the school-university-theological college-

ordination route. 

Mervyn’s answer was the Southwark Ordination Course, which aimed to 

prepare people for the traditional parochial ministry but also for service as 

‘worker-priests’ – bus drivers, doctors, assembly-line workers, accountants – 

who would continue in their secular employment after ordination and carry 

their priestly witness and ministry into the workplace. Practically, these aims 

were to be achieved by twice weekly lectures, one residential weekend a month 

in a retreat house, and an annual summer school. 
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Children from the 

Full Gospel Church 

in Nyaibanda, 

Western Uganda  

who receive 

sponsorship from 

overseas.  

The children are 

encouraged to 

write regularly to 

their kind sponsors. 
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I applied, and was accepted. Since I had done classics at school and had a 

degree in Theology, they sensibly let me off half the lectures. But at the 

weekend seminars and the summer schools I was the Terror of the Class. 

Originally brought up as a conservative Anglo-Catholic, I embraced the rebel 

cause with the zeal of a convert. There were times when I challenged virtually 

every sentence a lecturer pronounced. Not out of a desire to show off, I assure 

you: to my mind, I was upholding the core values of the Course itself – to 

ground all its teaching in a spirituality and an intellectual framework which 

would appeal to twentieth-century Secular Man. Once, when they tried to teach 

us to meditate upon sacred texts, I walked out. ‘What has this to do with 

Stockwell Bus Garage?’ I asked, and with unconscious irony sought God in the 

leafy Surrey countryside instead. 

But I didn’t become a worker-priest: I went straight into the parochial ministry 

in well-heeled Woking. How the Big Finger in the Sky shoved me rather painfully 

into a rather different kind of ministry is a story for another day. 

Jonathan Copus 

 

Meidrim and Merthyr 

Canon Jeffrey Gainer  01994 231378  
sieffremeidrim@googlemail.com  

Meidrim 
Service arrangements for September. 

A 
t the time of writing it remains unclear when Merthyr Church will 

reopen for public services and indeed any service arrangements are 

subject to the uncertainties of the situation caused by Covid 19. The 

intention however is to continue the pattern at Meidrim which began 

in early August. This means that each Sunday there will be Morning Prayer at 

9.00 am and the Holy Eucharist at 9.45 am. Every service and sermon, apart 

from that on September 6th, will be bilingual. This arrangement at least has the 

merit of stability and should enable parishioners from both parishes to join for 

Divine Service at the same time each Sunday. Please note however that on the 
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first Sunday in September there will be a service entirely in English when Canon 

Michael Lewis will be the officiant. 

H 
arvest Thanksgiving. After discussion with the churchwardens it has 

been agreed to hold just one service on the first Sunday in October 

for Harvest Thanksgiving and this will be a bilingual eucharist at  

9.45 am. Because of the current situation there will not be a guest 

preacher this year and clearly the common meal in the hall will not be possible 

either. However we hope to decorate suitably the altar and chancel and help 

with this would be much appreciated. The nave will not be decorated this year. 

Please note that because of the need to comply with social distancing the 

church has seating for a maximum of twenty persons seated individually. It is 

good to report that worshippers have been arriving somewhat earlier in order 

to sign the track and trace form etc. If possible please bring your own Prayer 

Book to the service but if you do not have one you may borrow a church copy 

and duly sign for it. 

We are sorry to report that Mrs Sonia Davies of Bridgend passed away on 

Saturday, August 9 at the age of 59. Sonia John ,as she was then known, grew 

up in Meidrim and her mother Mrs Doris John still lives here. As a girl, Sonia 

sang in the church choir and showed musical talent .She married Philip Davies 

of Laugharne. We assure her mother, siblings and children of our sincere 

sympathy and our prayers at this sad time. Sonia’s funeral was held at Bridgend 

crematorium. May she rest in peace. 

 

Merthyr 

T 
here is little to report at this time although it is good to hear that the 

churchyard is neat and tidy and the work duly paid for by our treasurer 

from church funds. Mrs Marilyn Davies has also expressed 

appreciation of those who have continued to contribute to church 

funds during the period of lockdown. 

There is some news from the archdeacon concerning the Ministry Share or as

(nearly) everybody still calls it, the quota. The Representative Body, the 

organisation which has looked after the property and finances of the Church In 

Wales since 1920, has indicated that the diocesan boards will not have to 

forward the usual contribution for this quarter. Whilst this relieves the pressure 
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on the nerves of church treasurers we still need to bear in mind that there are 

other expenses, and the continued support mentioned above is therefore 

heartening. 

Learning from the church calendar. In Orthodox and Roman Catholic lands the 

15th of August is kept as a great public holiday, not because the schools are 

closed or because the weather fine, but because it marks the passing of the 

Blessed Virgin Mary from this life into eternal life. The Church In Wales also 

marks the day and, until the 1984 Prayer Book was issued, called it the 

Dormition of the Blessed Virgin Mary. The dormition or falling asleep is also 

portrayed in a mediaeval carving in Llandaff Cathedral and one of the persons 

shown there is wearing spectacles. Indeed, as a former Dean of Llandaff was 

fond of pointing out, this apparently is one of the earliest examples in art form 

of such useful accoutrements. Spectacles enable us to see more clearly and this 

feast may help us to see more clearly that life is not concluded with physical 

death. So many people these days have, it seems, a very tenuous hold on the 

Christian faith which nonetheless has in its creeds the uncompromising 

assertion of belief in the life everlasting. This is the dividing line between the 

secularist who believes that we can only know about the span of time between 

conception and death, a biological reality, and the Christian who affirms that 

God’s love is greater than death and decay. 

                                          Canon Jeffrey Gainer 
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East Landsker Ministry Area  

Whitland, Cyffig, Llanboidy, 

Llandysulio, Clunderwen 
The Reverend Kingsley G Taylor, BD MA 

01994 240494 ktaylor559@aol.com 

Assistant Priest Dr Canon Jeni Parsons 

Lay Worship Leader Mr. Nathan Jenkins 

eastlandsker.com  

Opening up 

B 
y the time you read this information may be different so please look 

on the website for more recent information. 

St Mary’s in Whitland and St Dogmael’s in Mynachlog-ddu are now 

able to have services such as morning prayer.  It is hoped that Cyffig 

will open up too! 

The open air service in St Mary’s graveyard was a success and I am happy to be 

taking services inside now.  The daily emails I send have been a good way of 

keeping in touch and giving encouragement but there is nothing like getting 

together for worship and having the immediate response on people’s faces and 

to speak.  

As for the emails, more people are added to my list weekly (60 now) and 

beyond this I have no idea how many people send them on to others or print 

them out for others.  

The LMA is still on hold as we cannot form a committee, let alone anything else, 

but this is of secondary importance as far as I am concerned. 

Kingsley 

Congratulations 
Congratulations to Mr Geraint Phillips on achieving a First Class Honours in his 

Master of Architecture Degree at Cardiff Universities Welsh School of 

Architecture,   

mailto:ktaylor559@aol.com
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Humble apologies from the Editor! Last month I printed a photo of someone. I found on the internet 

who I thought was Bishop George . I am reliably informed by Beryl that this was not ‘our’ Bishop 

George—who apparently is much better looking! So, sorry for that, but it does give me the excuse to 

print these photos of the real Bishop George (and friends) which Hazel Jones sent to me. 
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Love and best wishes come from Mam Jackie and Dad Gareth, Auntie Julie, 

grandparents Hywel and Brenda Phillips and the late John and Mair Smith. " 

 

Confessions of a Church Warden! 

W 
hen I knelt in prayer at St Mary’s Church last Sunday, enjoying 

the calm of the day’s background music, I must admit that the 

words ‘On Earth as it is in Heaven’ from The Lord’s Prayer took 

me on a thrilling memory trail. The first stop was the top of 

London’s Post Office Tower where some 50 years ago we enjoyed a family meal 

at the revolving restaurant. What an experience that was as we sat near the 

window looking down on landmarks recognised best at ground level! One 

moment we were passing the West End theatres and Covent Garden’s Royal 

Opera House and the next we were seeing Twickenham in the distance, no more 

than a little piece on a seemingly endless Monopoly board. Then our meal was 

served and when I lifted my head, Big Ben was saying ‘hello.’ 

I was, of course, acknowledging how small I am, and how small we all are – as 

my mind flew next all the way to New Zealand’s South Island where, in 

September 2012, I waited in the beautiful green Taieri Plain at Momona, 

Dunedin, for my flight back to Auckland. As a reluctant flyer, I had then, as is my 

usual practice, arrived early at the departure lounge, so that when watching the 

aircrafts landing and taking off I could coax my mind into more of a desire to get 

airborne than a need. And when we took flight – in a southerly direction, as it so 

happened, as if heading for Antarctica – I felt the thrill of a mid-air U-turn as we 

adjusted to a northerly course. Sitting at a window on the left of the aisle, I saw 

the small aerodrome, its car park and the places where I had just walked, which 

were now mere specks. ‘What an incredible world,’ I remember thinking at the 

time. 

When I awoke to the idea that I was actually still in St Mary’s Church, I was 

immediately reminded of words spoken from the pulpit by Kingsley in the early 

spring of 2011 when he compared nature’s predictability to mankind’s 

capricious nature. He had just witnessed the Taf Valley bursting into green at a 

time when some topical news item was causing opinion to sway. “And why is 

this?” he asked. “Well it’s because we are living in a world that is bigger than 

us,” he continued. 

Roger Penn 
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Llanboidy News 
A quiet time recently in Llanboidy and area Here at Cilowen Uchaf we are 

enjoying the marvellous weather and making the most of our family in our 

gardens and woodland - Gracie, aged 4 , learning lot about nature and wildlife , 

growing purple carrots and making cakes and puddings and, also disgusting 

slime!! The latter not for eating - the toddlers very busy examining in detail 

compost and every stick and stone in their sight, whilst moving like lightening 

in opposite directions!! 

Huw has been busy distance teaching, as he writes -I am not a great fan of 

modern technology and prefer to meet with people. However lockdown has 

changed all that and I have learnt so much from our grandson, Caio, who is 7, 

and lives in Penarth. He suggested we meet using face time (new to me) and 

we now have regular chats. He is teaching me all about wild and endangered 

animal species along with the details of Formula 1 car racing. It’s never too late 

to learn! And it is great fun to be in direct contact with the family – long live 

technology! 

Congratulations to  Mrs Norah Heseltine of Spencer House who came 3ydd 

in the Literature – Brawddeg – , the Literature section of the 2020 Annual 

Carmarthenshire WI Show 

New Dawn for Llanboidy– fantastic achievement by all involved - 

YES ,Llanboidy are finalists in the bid for the Calor Community Fund £5000 

and we are awaiting the final announcement shortly – there were over 600 

applications resulting in 42 finalists - briefly the plan is to help everyone in our 

community improve their physical and mental wellbeing by getting fitter and 

being able to meet up together. This is part of a far larger plan – so, watch this 

space! 

Many thanks to Mrs Joyce Fairclough and family who very kindly donated the 

monies to St Brynachs Church which were given in remembrance of Geoffrey 

Fairclough (known as Geoff Frowen) who passed away peacefully at home on 

23rd May 2020, aged 84 years. Geoff and family have supported our Church for 

many years and the gift is very much appreciated 

Please, please, please let me, Sue Jones have any Llanboidy news for the next 

edition of the Grapevine and I will forward it to Kathie  our Editor 

My email –sue@llanboidycheese.co.uk; Phone – 01994 448303; Text – 07530 523813  
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CIFFIG  

C 
yffig Church is not open yet, but hopefully it will be very soon. 

The re-opening of St Mary's was very successful with the open air 

"service" on August 2nd. 

Thank you to Rev. Kingsley for his continued "thoughts for each day" 

it's very encouraging. 

We send our sincere sympathy to Mr Philip Mahiques on the death of his wife. 

 

Eglwys Gymyn 

E 
glwys Gymyn, during the ongoing nationwide saga of the Covid 19 

pandemic, is seeming to be all about just about managing the 

condition when no one is certain at what point in the future, life will 

return to normality. To the best of our knowledge, our church will not 

re-open to services until maybe September 2021, but that is not a guarantee 

and is a combination of wishful thinking and semi-promises, but mainly 

dependent on future spikes in the virus across the country. Hopes of an 

endpoint and getting back to church, mainly seem to depend on international 

pharmaceutical company efforts, supported by governments across the world, 

to produce an effective vaccine. 

Information from Rev Huw agrees with this but in the meantime it is likely that 

our parish will be served by services in the acknowledged mother/ geographical 

church St Peters in Lampeter Velfrey. 

It has now been virtually 5 months since our church held a service and several 

of our congregation in the past few weeks have attended services in other local 

churches which are holding restricted/modified services conforming to 

lockdown guidance rules, for example in St Andrews Narberth. In addition our 

sister parish in Whitland has just, like Narberth, commenced modified services 

also. First as an open air service in St Marys church grounds, where social 

distancing is easy to control and, as from Sunday August 9th, actually in St. 

Marys, but disappointingly, without the Eucharist in the service. 

Other members of the Eglwys Gymyn congregation have been receiving Internet 

services from the Priory Baptist Church in Carmarthen in an attempt to not lose 
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the spirit of attending a church service, which unfortunately is an issue we have 

heard mentioned, from Christians elsewhere. 

Separate to the issues concerning church services, one benefit has been the 

greater numbers of different bird species now seen on our bird table, like 

Woodpeckers, Yellow Wagtail and Gold Finch. Also in the fields more Buzzards 

and Kites following the tractors as the farmers bring in silage etc. A small thing 

maybe , but at least a benefit of not so much traffic and better air quality in the 

lock down which is good for all of us 

 

Trinity, Llanboidy, Tabernacle, Whitland 

and Bethel, Llanddewi Velfrey 
Minister Revd. Guto Llywelyn, Tel. 01269 851655  

gutollywelyn@hotmail.com 
 

Trinity:   Delyth Dent   Tel. 01994 448606                     delythdent@btinternet.com 

Tabernacle: Meryl James   Tel. 01994 240350              Meryljames534@btinternet.com 

Bethel:   Eric Howells  Tel. 01994 240205                erichowells@rocketmail.com 

Mae ein capeli gan fwyaf yn parhau ar gau tan ddechrau mis Medi. Dyma gerdd 

gan Casia Wiliam fel y mae rhai wedi ail-ddarganfod Duw ar y we yn ystod y 

cyfnod clo yma : 
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Duw ar Zoom  

 

 Rhywsut aeth Duw yn ddiarth. 

Rhwng y naw tan bump a plant i’w gwlâu a gwaith yn galw 

doedd dim lle iddo yn sêt fawr fy mywyd. 

Bob hyn a hyn dôi yn ôl yn annisgwyl 

wrth i mi lenwi troli, neu lyncu’r Ê ffôr sefnti 

ond wastad â chymun o euogrwydd 

am beidio twyllu ei dŷ 

cyhyd. 

Ond rŵan, a ninnau yng nghanol 

y tywyllwch tywyllaf, 

dyma fo, ar fy nglin, 

lond y sgrin, 

lond y gegin. 

Duw ar Zoom. 

A ffasiwn sinig, mi daerwn y byddwn 

wedi mynd am y groes yn syth, 

ond na, arhosais ennyd 

i glywed adnod, 

i geisio ei lais eto, 

i weld os medrwn estyn croeso iddo 

yn fy nhŷ fy hun. 

Ac yn lle’r festri oer a chwech yn gwmni 

dyma lond y we o gwmpeini; 

a dros goffi, 

mewn pajamas, 

yn ein gwlâu ella, 

daeth y ne’ atom ni. 

O dro i dro, 

rŵan ei bod hi’n dechra g’leuo, 

wrth i mi osod bwrdd neu 

hel llestri brecwast, 

mewn eiliad o heddwch, 

mi ga i ryw air bach efo fo 

a mae o i’ weld ddigon bodlon 
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i ni gwrdd fel hyn, 

yn bytiog rhwng prydau, 

a minnau heb ddim byd am fy nhraed. 

 

Casia Wiliam 

                                                                  Guto Llywelyn 

Trinity 
During July, no Sunday services were held in Trinity. The Revd. Guto Llywelyn 

continues to forward short Sunday services and newsletters on line to members. 

We also value greatly the on-going pastoral support.   

We send our condolences to all members who have lost family or friends during 

the month.  We include in our thoughts Mrs. Catrin Llywelyn, Mr. Tudor Eynon 

and their families who have lost loved ones recently.  

Several members have celebrated birthdays over recent weeks. We send them 

our very best wishes. 

Bethel  
Although restrictions on meetings are 

gradually being relaxed, we have decided 

not to reopen for services just yet as it 

would be difficult to implement the 

changes needed. Meanwhile we keep in 

touch through Zoom and other online 

means.  

We are very grateful to our minister for the work he has put in over the last six 

months so that we can still take part in worship and connect with others in the 

pastorate.  

We are also lucky in Llanddewi to have a small group of people who send news 

out both online and by word of mouth so that we know what is going on in the 

village and more widely. 

We send our deepest sympathy to the family of Mrs Nancy Eynon who died last 

month at the age of 98. She was a faithful member in Bethel for over 70 years; 

was secretary of the WI for over 35 years and a cook in the school for 20 years. 

A private funeral took place at Parcgwyn. 
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Children’s Corner 
Do children still read story books and indulge their imaginations? 

 

The Land of Story Books 

 

At evening when the lamp is lit, 

Around the fire my parents sit; 

They sit at home and talk and sing,  

And do not play at anything. 

 

Now, with my little gun, I crawl 

All in the dark along the wall, 

And follow round the forest track 

Away behind the sofa back. 

 

There, in the night, where none can spy, 

All in my hunter's camp I lie, 

And play at books that I have read 

Till it is time to go to bed. 
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These are the hills, these are the woods, 

These are my starry solitudes; 

And there the river by whose brink  

The roaring lion comes to drink. 
 

I see the others far away 

As if in firelight camp they lay, 

And I, like to an Indian scout,  

Around their party prowled about. 
 

So, when my nurse comes in for me, 

Home I return across the sea, 

And go to bed with backward looks 

At my dear land of Story Books. 

 Robert Louis Stevenson 1850-1894) 

Submitted by Lynn Werret of Ciffig Church 
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